
PROTECTING AND NURTURING THIS GENERATION

Learn and Teach Context: 

The Key to Learning and Teaching Connected Gospel 
Doctrines, Principles & Practices



CONTEXT AND CONNECTEDNESS:
BRIEF REVIEW

• Light Cleaves to Light, etc.

• Darkness Generates Confusion and Darkness

Context → Content → Desires → Decision → Choice → Action = Our Disposition

D&C 88:40 The Lord revealed to Joseph Smith:

“intelligence cleaveth unto intelligence”
“wisdom receiveth wisdom”
“truth embraced truth”
“virtue loveth virtue”
“light cleaveth unto light”
“mercy hath compassion on mercy”

vs.

“if eye be evil the whole body shall be full 
of darkness” 3 Nephi 13-23; Matt. 6:23
“minds are darkened because of unbelief”  
D&C 84:54
“where rebellious spirits are darkness 
reigns” D&C 138:22



CONTEXT DETERMINES CONTENT
CONTEXT DRIVES INTERPRETATIONS

Recent Examples:

• “Why Mormons don’t have a lost cause” (Deseret News June 4, 2017 p. B4)

• “The Book of Mormon is converting the Academy” (Deseret News June 4, 2017 p. G6)

• Contemporary Terrorist Activities/ Multiple Incidents in the Book of Mormon

You can make your own list



OUR PRE-MORTAL, MORTAL, AND POST-MORTAL 
FAMILIES HELP US PREPARE FOR THE SAVIOR’S 

MILLENNIAL REIGN

When we are:

• not taught the truth about who we are, or

• when we forget or reject who we are

• our life can become very confused.  

Knowledge of the truth about:

• who we are,

• where we came from, and

• what our destiny can be is the core message of the                                                          
Restoration of the Gospel [Good News] of Jesus Christ.



OUR PRE-MORTAL, MORTAL, AND POST-MORTAL 
FAMILIES HELP US PREPARE FOR THE SAVIOR’S 

MILLENNIAL REIGN

Three families are enabling factors in this process:

• Our family that gave us a spirit body; (Matt. 6:9; Heb. 12:9; A of F 1:1)

• Our family that gave us a physical body (Moses 2:28; D&C 132:63)

• Our family that gives us a resurrected body (Mosiah 5:7; 27:25-31)

Accepting the reality of these three families enable us to form the Context and see the 
Connections of Gospel principles and ordinances. 



THE ANGEL MORONI EXPLAINED THE TANDEM 
MISSIONS OF JOSEPH SMITH AND ELIJAH

Joseph said Moroni quoted the Prophet Malachi:

“Behold, I will reveal unto you the Priesthood, by the hand of Elijah the Prophet, before the 
coming of the great and dreadful day of the Lord.  And he shall plant in the hearts of the 
children the promises made to the fathers, and the hearts of the hearts of the children shall 
turn to their fathers” (D&C 2:1-3)

“Moroni quoted many other passages of scripture, and offered many explanations which 
cannot be mentioned here.” (JS History 1:41)

“Accordingly, as I had been commanded, I went at the end of each year and at each time . . . 
received instruction and intelligence . . . respecting what the Lord was going to do, and how 
and in what manner his kingdom was to be conducted in the last days.” (JS History 1:54)



THE PRIESTHOOD KEYS AND WORKS ASSOCIATED 
WITH JOSEPH AND ELIJAH SIGNAL PREPARATION FOR 

THE MILLENNIUM

The Lord told Joseph Smith:

“Behold it is my will that all they who call on my name and worship me according to 
my everlasting gospel, should gather together and stand in holy places; and prepare 
for the revelation which is to come, when the veil of the covering of my temple, in my 
tabernacle, which hideth the earth, shall be taken off and all flesh shall see me 
together.” (D&C 101:22-23)



THERE WILL BE DRAMATIC EVENTS AT THE 
BEGINNING AND END OF THE MILLENNIUM

• At the beginning of the millennium, the earth will be physically changed from a 
telestial to a terrestrial environment. At the end, the earth will be changed from a 
terrestrial to a celestial environment.

• The governing body (the Kingdom of God on earth) that will rule the earth will 
consist of both members and non-members of the Church of Jesus Christ established 
by the Prophet Joseph Smith.

• At some point during the millennium, the earth is to return to how it was before it 
was divided in the days of Peleg (Noah’s great-great-great grandson)—all the land 
together and all the water together. (Gen. 10:21-25; D&C 133:23-24)

• There will be visitations by individuals from the Spirit World delivering information 
to mortals during the millennium, but they will not perform temple ordinance 
work—this must be done by mortals.



WE HAVE SOME GENERAL KNOWLEDGE OF THE 
MILLENNIAL DISPENSATION

We know very little about the details of the Savior's Millennial Reign. What we do 
know is Temple Work will be a central focus:

• Records of and proxy ordinance work for our kindred dead are essential.

• Millennial preparations will focus on individuals, families and Temples.

• Our sacred scriptures are essentially family histories.

• Accepting the role of our three families is key to:

• strengthening our faith

• seeking a relationship—becoming one with the Holy Ghost, our Savior, our Heavenly 
Father, and each other (Law of Consecration)



PREPARING FOR THE MILLENNIUM
“IF YE ARE PREPARED YE SHALL NOT FEAR”

D&C 38:29-30

• Understand  the Plan of Salvation and embrace its context and connections that bring to pass our 
immortality and eternal life.  

• Recognize that physical [temporal] survival avails us nothing if we fail to survive spiritually.

• Learn the truth about the personality and nature of Heavenly Father and his Son, Jesus Christ.

• Accept the divinity of the mission of Jesus Christ as the Savior of the world and as our advocate with 
Heavenly Father.

• Accept the divine mission of the Prophet Joseph Smith and receive the ordinances necessary to 
assist in that work.

• Become clean and worthy to receive and abide his holy presence.

• “We're building these temples, not only for us in this moment of our history, but we're building 
temples which will be used during the Millennium when this great work will be carried on in the 
house of the Lord . . . under the direction and supervision of the Lord Jesus Christ Himself.” (Elder 
Ballard, Address to 3,000 Temple Workers, June 4, 2017, Lehi, Utah)



THE QUALITY OF OUR CHARACTER

The quality of our character determines the quality of our 
relationships.

We are the architects of our character.



THE PLAN OF SALVATION IS THE CONTEXT FOR 
CONNECTING THE PRINCIPLES, ORDINANCES, AND 

PRACTICES OF EXALTATION

There is a divine plan,

look for it.

There is a spiritual war,

engage in it.

Embrace and value both the Moral & Spiritual—not just the Physical and 
Intellectual—elements of life.


